Careful listening and watching can make any piece of music come to life. We have listed some clues below for musical moments to recognize as you listen to and watch our YouTube recording of this piece here: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkzljvtRDZ8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkzljvtRDZ8). Put a checkmark next to each clue that you notice. If there is a blank in the clue, fill in the blank. You might need to listen to each recording a few times to catch everything.

- **Listen for the oboe solo at the beginning.**
- **What percussion and woodwind instruments seem to interrupt this solo?**
- **Listen for a trumpet solo about halfway through.**
- **To learn more about the tinkling instruments, check out our percussion music video in our Instrument Video Library.**
  [utahsymphony.org/instrument-video-library/]